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Suspect on campus after stabbing Family

mourns
Chan

Chris Chuyen Vo shown accepting an award with his Cal State Fullerton co-workers in 2011.

Fullerton police confirmed nowincarcerated Chris Vo was at CSUF
after Chan’s death.
HOSAM ELATTAR
Editor

NOAH BIESIADA
Asst. Editor

Cal State Fullerton administrators confirmed that Chris Chuyen Vo, who was arrested on suspicion of killing former CSUF
administrator Steven Shek Keung Chan in
the College Park faculty parking lot, came
back to campus on the day of the stabbing
and the following days.
“It is true from my understanding the
suspect did come back Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday. In fact, I had conversations with
several people who actually interacted with
the suspect on those three days,” said Danny
Kim, vice president for administration and
finance, in an address to the Academic Senate last Thursday.
Vo has been transferred to the Central Orange County jail and is no longer in mental
house housing. Fullerton police are forbidding Vo to speak to the press because it is a
major ongoing investigation.
Vo’s lawyer, Thomas Welbourn was unavailable for comment.
The campus was not put on lockdown
after the stabbing. President Fram Virjee
addressed the senate and said the decision was made on the advice of the police who deemed the campus no longer
in danger.

“The decision not to shelter in place was
not made in any cavalier or casual manner,”
Virjee said. “Knowing very well that if we
issued a shelter in place, that would move
resources dramatically away from the ability to go after and apprehend the suspect, to
protect the campus in that way.”
Police had security footage of the assailant fleeing the scene toward the CA-57
Freeway, including leaving behind several
articles of clothing and a blood trail that
suggested the assailant was not on campus, said Ellen Treanor, CSUF director of
strategic communications.
Irene Matz, communications professor
and Academic Senate executive member,
said she was in College Park when the
killing occurred and had parked in the
faculty lot.
Matz said she believes the university acted in the best interests of those on campus
with the information they had by not locking
down the school.
CSUF oﬃcials and University Police were
informed that Vo was a suspect on Wednesday night, right before oﬃcers made an arrest outside his residency in Huntington
Beach, Treanor said.
“It is horrific and diabolical in my opinion, that this turns out to be the perfect traitor, someone who engaged in this crime
and came back to work and worked several
days,” Virjee said during the meeting. “The
most paramount issue for us, at all times,
was ensuring the health and safety of the
campus while we were engaging in dealing
with this tragedy.”
Virjee said nobody had connected Vo
in the killing of Chan when Vo returned
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to campus.
“Nobody in that area, in that building
made any connection to this. There was
nothing that we could have done to address
the issue that this suspect was back to work.
It was only great police detective work from
other information that was able to identify
him,” Virjee said.
Treanor said her heart goes out to Vo’s
co-workers.
“I think it was most upsetting for the
people that work with him. I mean, how
do you process the fact that you were in
meetings with somebody who’d just committed an indescribably horrific, heinous
act?” Treanor said.
Treanor said extra counseling was oﬀered
to department members of extended education where both Chan and Vo worked.
“They can make a phone call and immediately get five sessions with a special trauma grief counselor,” Treanor
said. “It’s not through the university. We
brought in outside people.”
Vo was arrested for the killing of Chan
two days after the stabbing. Vo was charged
for murder, as well as special circumstance
allegations of lying in wait.
If convicted, Vo could face the death penalty. His arraignment is scheduled for Oct. 4
when he is scheduled to enter a plea.
Matz said it was surprising that Vo
came back to campus.
“It’s a tragedy and like everyone we are
waiting for, which will probably be a long
time, before all the evidence comes out who
he was,” Matz said. “From what the department police said the people who worked
with them were surprised.”

COURTESY OF ST. JOHN VIANNEY CHURCH

Photo of Chan displayed at his funeral.

Loved ones gathered to venerate
the life of former CSUF employee
Steven Chan.
HOSAM ELATTAR
Editor

Colleagues, friends and family gathered last Friday in Hacienda Heights at
St. John Vianney Catholic Church, to remember the life and mourn the loss of
former Cal State Fullerton administrator,
Steven Shek Keung Chan.
Chan was killed less than one week before
the fall semester in the College Park parking
lot. Coworker Chris Chuyen Vo was arrested
for Chan’s death two days later.
Vo is being charged with murder and
special circumstance allegations of lying
in wait. If convicted, Vo could face the
death penalty. He is expected to enter a
plea once arraigned on Oct. 4.
Chan served as the director of budget
and finance for student services and extended education from 2009 until his retirement in 2017. He came out of retirement to rejoin the CSUF staﬀ as a special
consultant for Extension and International
Programs earlier this year.
SEE MASS
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Dodgers host inaugural CSUF night
Two Titan alumni appeared in the
first Cal State Fullerton night at
Dodger Stadium.
ARNULFO GONZALEZ
Editor

KASON CLARK
Asst. Editor

Titan students, faculty and alumni
were the guests of honor at Dodger Stadium this past Friday as the Los Angeles
Dodgers hosted their inaugural Cal State
Fullerton night in their game against the
San Francisco Giants.
Those who purchased the special ticket package for CSUF night were given
an exclusive giveaway that included a
CSUF color Los Angeles Dodger hat.
The Titans were present in multiple
pregame festivities, as current CSUF opera student Danielle Pribyl sang the national anthem and CSUF President Fram
Virjee threw out the ceremonial first

pitch, which has been a dream of his
since childhood.
“I’ve been a Dodger fan since I was the
littlest of kids. I used to listen to them on
my transistor radio in bed at night, so it
means everything,” Virjee said.
To celebrate the Titan themed night,
asset protection coordinator and CSUF
alumna Michelle Wagner threw out the
honorary first pitch.
“It was awesome, I think one of my favorite things was seeing Tuﬀy the Titan
out there cheering me on, so very cool to
be part of it,” Wagner said.
Wagner was not the only former CSUF
student in the stadium, as the Dodgers currently have two CSUF alumni in
third baseman Justin Turner and relief
pitcher Dylan Floro.
Floro has been with the Dodgers since
2018. He had some success as he ended the 2018 regular season with a 1.63
earned run average in 27.2 innings
pitched for the 2018 NLCS champions.
SEE BASEBALL
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Funds were wasted on Titan Promenade construction
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President Fram Virjee threw the ceremonial pitch to CSUF alumni and Dodger Justin Turner.

Kids steal the stage at Mid-Autumn Children’s Festival

Costing millions of dollars, the
aesthetic enhancement adds
no discernible value to campus life or student and faculty
success.

From high-flying kicks and lion
dancing to smooth serenades,
young artists showed out at the
third annual event celebrating
Vietnamese culture.
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Congressman pressed on partisan issues
Representative Gil Cisneros
spoke on impeachment
and other topics.
ISAIAH CANE
Editor

MELISA RYBALTOWSKI
Staff Writer

First-term Democrat representative of California’s 39th Congressional District, Gil Cisneros, met
with constituents on Sept. 3 for his
third town hall, where they called
for the impeachment of President
Donald Trump.
An examination of partisanship
underscored the event, as voters
pressed Cisneros on divisive matters such as climate change, healthcare and impeachment.
Cisneros’ overview of his legislative agenda was met with applause, but prompted requests from
the crowd for clarity.
As the newly elected liberal representative of a historically conservative district, Cisneros said he was
hopeful that his bill on Veterans’
Aﬀairs literature would be passed
with bipartisan support in the Senate and signed by the President.
Cisneros sits on the Veteran
Aﬀairs Committee, and recently
passed two bills out of committee
in July. One to make fact sheets
in the Department of Student Affairs available in both Tagalog
and Spanish, and the other to require servicewomen to receive
healthcare training.
“My bill would require the
Department of Veterans Aﬀairs
to extend an ongoing pilot program jointly run with the U.S.
Air Force under the Transition
Assistance Program that educates transitioning servicewomen
about women’s healthcare at the
VA,” Cisneros said.
Cisneros also addressed climate
change. He said Congress “moves
at a snail’s pace” regarding Republican resistance on passing legislation to counter climate change.
While scientists diﬀer on the
length of time left before the
Earth sustains irreversible damage
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The first year Democrat fielded questions on his legislative priorities as Congress prepares to reconvene.

(estimates range between one and
a half to 12 years from now), they
agree that the earth is in “imminent danger,” according to the
South China Morning Post.
Self-proclaimed supporter and
resident of the 42nd congressional district, Maria Contreras, demanded the representative take her
question on Trump’s impeachment.
Cisneros obliged.
“A lot of people here have this
question on their mind, but no
one wants to ask it. A few months
ago, (the Democratic Party) had
six democrats that were supporting the impeachment of this impeachable president, and now we
are up to 134, where do you stand
on that?” she asked.
The crowd’s cheers muted Cisneros’ response. Contreras said the
Constitution gives Congress the
right to hold Trump accountable,
and that impeachment is the only
way to do it.
Article 1 of the U.S. Constitution grants the House of Representatives the power to impeach. Article 2 dictates the

powers of the presidency.
Contreras later said that she
believes Trump is eligible for
impeachment in violation of
the Constitution’s Title of Nobility Clause.
According to the Congressional
Research Service, the clause dictates that no U.S. government oﬃcial shall receive foreign, domestic
or ineligible compensation for their
work at appointed times and without congressional consent.
“We still need the evidence behind him, and we can’t get our
hands on it,” Cisneros said.
Sporadic interjections from the
crowd fomented a heated exchange
between Cisneros and Contreras,
as some hushed her while others
yelled commentary, prompting
Cisneros to address other issues.
The Representative asserted his
view, bringing attention to the legal
and political details of removing a
president from oﬃce.
The vast majority of Democrats in favor of removing
the President from oﬃce are
supporting an impeachment

inquiry, Cisneros said.
An informal impeachment inquiry is currently underway.
On March 4, House Judiciary
Committee Chairman Jerry Nadler
announced an investigation into
President Trump, his associates
and members of his administration for “the alleged obstruction of
justice, public corruption and other
abuses of power.”
A formalized inquiry is what

would directly precede impeachment, as a means of gathering
more data than the House would
under a typical investigation, according to Vox.
If both an inquiry and impeachment occurred, the case
would be referred to the Senate
for an oﬃcial trial that would determine whether the President remains in oﬃce, or is removed and
criminally charged.
“When I drive out and I say
that we’re going to have a court
impeachment, I want to make
sure that we actually have the
evidence there to go forward,”
Cisneros said.
While many attendees applauded at the mention of commencing impeachment proceedings, Fullerton resident Harry
Langenbacher shared his insight
on Democratic apprehension toward impeachment.
“Clinton’s popularity went up
after the impeachment,” Langenbacher said. “People say, ‘well, we
don’t want to do that for Trump.’
What people don’t point out is that
the Republicans, in the next election, took the Senate, the House
and the Presidency. That’s the kind
of perk that we need.”
The town hall ended on this
contentious note, leaving much to
be analyzed as Cisneros returns
to D.C. and Congress comes back
into session with plans of formalizing its impeachment inquiry.
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Constituent inquries about Cisnero’s health care agenda.

Mass: Funeral
held for victim
CLOSER TO WORK
SMART NEW STYLE
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People left flowers in honor of former CSUF administrator, Steven Chan.
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“We asked him to come back
to help us. He didn’t need to do
that. He retired. He came back because he believed in education and
believed in the institution,” said
CSUF President Fram Virjee.
Funeral wreaths from members of the university and those
close to Chan were placed at the
church’s entrance.
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Chan was born on March 22,
1962 in Hong Kong and passed
away on Aug. 19, 2019 at the age
of 57. He is survived by his wife
Margaret and sons Matthew and
Jonathan. Chan was married for
22 years and retired to spend more
time with his family.
”There was never an ask too big
for Chan and that he was always
willing to help,” said Donson Liu,
Margaret’s cousin.
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CSUF President

Start fresh at a brand new address! Tour
Skylark and see how quick you’ll fall in love
with sophisticated, open concept designs,
roomy decks, and sleek new kitchens. Plus
living just 7.1 miles from campus makes
getting to office hours and classes a breeze.
Start the new term in top form.
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He is the physical
manifestation of being a
Titan, of giving back and
pulling forward. That’s
what I think he should be
remembered for, being
an amazing giver of
himself.

Liu said Chan was a supportive
and calm man who was good to everybody, especially his children.
“He’s so supportive of his kids,
he drives them all over Southern
California to play travel ball. He’s
just been the most awesome father
I’ve ever seen,” Liu said.
Chan’s former coworkers described him as a private man with
ample integrity. He was an avid
basketball fan, known to fervently
cheer on his sons in both their academic and athletic pursuits.
Chan immigrated to San Francisco at the age of 20. He received
his Bachelor of Science in Accounting from Cal State Hayward
now known as Cal State East Bay.
Chan also became a licensed attorney after acquiring a law degree
from Whittier Law School, in addition to working as a certified public accountant. He served as a tax
manager at Cal State Los Angeles
as well as an audit supervisor for
the Board of Equalization.
A private internment was scheduled for Saturday morning. Chan
is buried at Rose Hills Memorial
Park in Whittier, California.
Virjee described Chan as an
amazing person who had earned
the respect and love of many.
“He is the physical manifestation of being a Titan, of giving
back and pulling forward. That’s
what I think he should be remembered for, being an amazing giver
of himself,” Virjee said.
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Attached Townhomes
Approx. 1,979 to 2,121 Sq. Ft. | 3 Bedrooms, 3.5 Bathrooms, Game Room
Starting at $599,000 | 949.526.8875

1220 West La Habra Blvd., Unit #105, La Habra, CA 90631
Open Daily 11 to 6 • Wednesday 2 to 6

SHEAHOMES.COM

Sales: Shea Homes Marketing Company (CalDRE#01378646), Construction: Shea Homes Limited Partnership, License [#855368]. Shea Homes is a
registered trademark of Shea Homes Limited Partnership. This is not an offer for real estate for sale, nor solicitation of an offer to buy to residents of any
state or province in which registration and other legal requirements have not been fulfilled. Home pictured may not be actual home for sale or actual
model home, but rather a representation of a similar model or elevation design. Pricing does not include closing costs, effective date of publication and
subject to change without notice. All square footages and measurements are approximate and subject to change without notice. Models are not an
indication of racial preference. Equal Housing Opportunity. 9/19
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Launching into the fall semester
Annual convocation welcomes new
students, faculty and staff to Cal
State Fullerton.
MADISON AMIREHTESHAMI
ARIANNA BURNS
Staff Writers

President Framroze Virjee was featured dancing to Beyonce’s “Before I Let
You Go” in a lighthearted music video,
kicking oﬀ the 2019 Convocation in the
Titan Gym on Thursday, Sept. 5.
The annual event welcomed new faculty, staﬀ and students and commenced
the new school year, along with raﬄing
oﬀ prizes including a month long use of
Virjee’s parking spot. A variety of student leaders, athletes, clubs and parents
gathered in the gym. It was mandatory
for athletic teams to go to the event if the
athletes did not have class.
Natalie Mir from University Extended Education was randomly selected to
win Virjee’s parking spot for a month.
Mir was among several Titans randomly selected to win the 72 prizes donated
by several campus organizations including College of the Arts, Titan Athletics,
ROTC and HRDI.
One of the music video’s dancers,
Imani Garner, is a first-generation college student and recent CSUF graduate. A music video of Garner dancing
in front of Titan gate during commencement weekend went viral and was featured on CSUF’s digital billboard.
CSUF is one of top rankings for graduation and diversity with Titans making
up the most first-generation college students in the state of California, according to the music video.
In his speech, Virjee pointed out Imani’s journey as a roadmap for becoming
a Titan.
“She did not arrive on this campus
brimming with confidence, able to know
she was going to be making a viral Titan
dance video like all of us she began with
some apprehension and some anxiety,”
Virjee said.
That changed when Imani attended a
Black Student Union event, which led to
a leadership role in the African American Resource Center. She also became
a Titan Ambassador, an orientation leader and executive board member of SisterTalk, a discussion group for women of
color at CSUF.
Virjee said Garner also sold over
$2,000 worth of macaroni and cheese
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Students, parents and faculty gathered to partake in the official beginning of Cal State Fullerton’s 2019-2020 school year.

over a semester to pay for a study abroad
program in Florence, Italy. He encouraged students to follow Garner’s example and get involved on campus
“She spent her time at Cal State Fullerton doing exactly that, jumping in.
Doing exactly what we hope all Titans
will do,” Virjee said about Garner.
Associated Students Inc. (ASI) President Aaron Aguilar also took to the
stage and told his own story of overcoming self-doubt and seizing opportunities that higher education oﬀers without
apprehension.
Aguilar encouraged the new students
to seek out a support system of friends,
faculty and experiences at CSUF.
“Don’t be afraid to flee fear for in fleeing fear you will find family here at Fullerton. You will find a future that will
develop you into everything you ever
dreamed of and more,” Aguilar said.
Aguilar along with ASI Vice President
Mansi Kalra helped lead the crowd in the
Titan Clap to hype the audience as students, faculty, staﬀ and alumni applauded and shouted out the Titan tradition.
This year’s convocation also included
speeches from notable faculty members
including Provost and Vice President
for Academic Aﬀairs Pamella Oliver,
the new Vice President of Student Affairs Harry Le Grande and CSUF’s
Outstanding Professor for 2019 Matt
Englar-Carlson.
“Our theme today is ‘This is the day you
become a Titan,’ Convocation is the beginning, a chance to think about what lies
ahead,” Carlson said during his speech.
Freshman, Marcos Lopez expressed an

interest in Adventure Club and said events
like convocation help create school involvement and encourage school pride.
Grace Picard, a fellow freshman, said
she attended convocation to make her
four years of college memorable.
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Tuffy the Titan converses with a CSUF employee in between the excitement of convocation.
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CSUF’s master plan prioritizes superficial remodeling
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Cal State Fullerton’s master plan included the construction of the Titan Promenade, which cost the school over $8 million dollars.

Academic success does
not depend on campus
aesthetics.

BERNADETTE STEELE
Asst. Editor

The new Titan Promenade and
Central Quad at Cal State Fullerton can be compared to an unnecessary face lift for the campus.
Costing upwards of $8 million and primarily acting as
an aesthetic enhancement, this
project has added no real value
to campus life for students and
faculty members.
The initial intention for the
renovation of the promenade was
to expand the walkways to meet
fire-lane standards. However, the
development broadened to include many unexpected feats.
While it may be an opportunity to attract educational investors, this expensive beautification
should not have been the first of
many steps to take towards creating a better university for the
CSUF community.
Instead of applying the architectural equivalent of a Fenty Beauty Kit to the campus, the
CSUF community needs to switch
gears and focus on renovating
classrooms and learning spaces.
The Titan Promenade is part of
one of the many steps in a Campus Master Plan, a blueprint to
provide an environment for future student success.
The Oﬃce of Administration
and Finance, as well as an Executive Task Force made up of
various community members
such as Jim Donovan, the director of athletics, and Morteza
Rahmatian, the dean of the Mihaylo College of Business and
Economics, are in charge of the
Campus Master Plan.
Alongside Flad Architects,
this team has been vetting their
options to come up with a preferred campus plan since early
2018. This past August, the plan
was presented to the Executive
Task Force.
According to the preferred
campus plan, there are many
lofty ideas that are being considered to increase the development
of open spaces, circulation and
campus identity.
The promenade was just a
small part of this project, and it
is clear that the BOSE speakers
and flat screen TVs sporadically
placed throughout the promenade
are a complete waste of funds,
and herald the forthcoming of an
Orwellian future for CSUF.
The new entryway next to
VISIT US AT: DAILYTITAN.COM

Langsdorf Hall, which was
made to celebrate campus pride,
is yet another needless structure
that was included in the promenade project.
Serving as a backdrop for students eager to show oﬀ their
campus, this archway is pointless
when it stands next to the fountain and plaques which already
serve as an iconic welcome mat
for the campus.
It’s unfathomable why resources were funnelled into another
unneeded project, and the April
presentation indicates that there
will be three more of these trivial archways added to the east and
north entry points of campus.
There are plenty of other issues
that need to be addressed when
it comes to campus renovations.
While trying to curb CSUF’s
apparent parking dilemma, one
recommendation put forth by
the Executive Task Force would
mandate all freshmen to live on
campus, while prohibiting them
from having a car on campus.
Every individual comes from a
unique experience, and forcing a
future student who may not have
the money to live on campus, is
downright negligent.
Furthermore, isolating them
by stating that they cannot have a
car on campus will not work, because again, each person comes
from a unique background, and
they may need to have a car
ready for emergencies or other
time-sensitive instances.
These campus recommendations paint a homogenous portrait
of pointless trivial projects.
One such proposal advocates
for the replacement of a significant chunk of the parking lot at
College Park with faculty housing. Perhaps this would be useful to a handful of faculty members, but that is not a valid excuse
to remove parking spaces that are
considered a valuable commodity
on campus, to make room for unneeded faculty housing.
Another example of a meaningless proposal, is the planned
creation of the “Historic Loop”
and “Campus Axis”.
The “Historic Loop” is an active recreational loop around
campus that would serve as
a path for pedestrians, carts,
bikes, skateboards and scooters.
In the preferred campus plan
presentation, FLAD Architects
identified this project as a way
to create a more intimate inner
core on campus.
However this is illogical, because students and faculty members will still use the preexisting
pathways to get from point A to
point B more eﬃciently, rather
than going out of their way to use
the new “Historic Loop”.
Spread across campus in a way
that is reminiscent of axes on a
graph, the “Campus Axis” gives
priority to pedestrians with pathways that have “notable identity
and character,” according to the
preferred campus plan.

The only fitting renovation for
the “Campus Axis,” is the inclusion of well-lit pathways during
the evening and night.
When considering all of these
grandiose ideas, it is clear that
the Executive Task Force is trying to make a causeless statement that CSUF is on par with
big name California universities
and Ivy Leagues that have similar aesthetic qualities.
While it is important to have
campus pride and continuously strive to “reach higher,” these
projects fail to recognize and embrace the true culture of CSUF
and its community members.
Focusing
on
superficial

enhancements, the Executive
Task Force and FLAD Architects
are straying too far away from
the reality that CSUF is a commuter school with busy students
that require more quality educational resources and more than
enough parking for everyone.
By mandating that freshmen
live on campus and have no car,
taking away parking spots and
instead replacing them with
needless projects, the Executive
Task Force is clearly neglecting
the existence of its students.
Community members can attend the Environmental Impact
Report Public Scoping Meeting on Sept. 19, at 5 p.m. in the

Pollak Library North 130 to
share their feedback and opinions
to the Executive Task Force in regards to the report.
Within the scope of a large
project that will likely further
cost millions of dollars, it is clear
that the Titan Promenade has
missed its mark.
Yes, it is important to engage
students with collaborative spaces. However the actual facilities
where lectures are being held, or
where students can practice their
craft requires immediate funding
and resources over proposals that
can only be described as superficial attempts to make the campus
feel more welcoming.
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Vietnamese youth steal the spotlight
Vibrant lights lit up the
night at Mid-Autumn
Children’s Festival.
NATHAN NGUYEN
Editor

With high-flying kicks and
break-dancing kids, the Mid-Autumn Children’s Festival celebrated Asian culture through performances, games and food. Located
in the corner of Atlantis Park in
Garden Grove, attendees from all
over Orange County came out to
participate in lantern lighting, lion
dancing and numerous activities
spread throughout the park.
The Mid-Autumn Children’s
Festival, known as Tet Trung
Thu in Vietnamese, is traditionally observed throughout
Southeast Asian countries when
the moon is at its fullest during
the autumn equinox.
Garden Grove Councilwoman Thu Ha-Nguyen helped organize the third annual event with
help from numerous student
volunteers and team members.
Traditional Vietnamese music
could be heard from the parking lot as kids and adults alike
crowded the entrance.
Garden Grove Mayor Steven
Jones greeted the crowd in attendance with, “kính chào quí
v ,” which means “welcome”
in Vietnamese. Elderly Vietnamese attendees grinned and
cheered in approval.

NATHAN NGUYEN / DAILY TITAN

Lanterns and lion dancers led the parade around Atlantis Park in Garden Grove on Saturday night.

To start oﬀ the performances,
martial arts teams performed acrobatic feats of flying side-kicks,
board breaking and synchronized demonstrations. Taekwondo students from Duc Dang Martial Arts Academy kicked and
kiai’d as their screams echoed
throughout the park.
Teams from the Charade Dance
Academy entertained the audience with multiple numbers from
classical to hip-hop. Teens and
toddlers all showcased their talent
with clean, but sometimes clumsy, choreography. Regardless, the

audience enjoyed every moment.
The Westminster High School
Lion Dance Team jumped from
the stage into the crowd as they
moved and bounced to the beat of
the drum. Small children walked
up to the lions, hesitantly oﬀering
money, but eager to touch the vibrantly colored beasts.
To conclude the performances on stage, children serenaded the crowd with Vietnamese
music. During the intermission,
winners of the drawing, lantern,
costume making, skit and stage
performance competitions were

announced.
Hundreds of people stood in
line to pick out their colorfully
designed lanterns and prepared
for the parade. As the sun set,
the sound of drums beat louder
and louder as the lion dancers
led the charge.
Waving their lanterns high,
children lit up the night sky.
Making their way around the
park,
participants
paraded
throughout the perimeter as the
congo line winded as far as the
eye could see.
Attendees shared the wealth as

hundreds of extra lanterns were
given out so people could gift
them to friends and family who
couldn’t make it to the festival.
Bang Lang Do, a project manager for Cal State Fullerton’s
National Resource Center for
Asian Languages, held a booth
that showcased children’s books
written in Vietnamese. Do said
the center’s mission is “to expose the community here to
books that are readable by children, written by children.”
Do explained that the center
provides resources for not just
Vietnamese, but for other Asian
languages including Chinese, Japanese and Korean.
“I really, really, really want to
give props to my colleague, council member Thu Ha-Nguyen, for
her leadership in bringing this forward. It started out as a vision, as
a dream for her to bring people together in this celebration several
years ago,” said Mayor Jones.
Congressman Alan Lowenthal, Assemblyman Tyler Diep,
Representative Harley Rouda
and Representative Lou Correa
all came on stage to thank the
crowd for coming.
“Many Asian cultures and
many Asian communities celebrate the mid-autumn festival, but it’s in the Vietnamese-American community and
Vietnamese community that
says the Mid-Autumn Festival
are about children, celebrating
children,” said Lowenthal.

PetPop advocates for Review: ‘It Chapter
adoption awareness 2’ is a familiar thrill

CELESTE SHARP / DAILY TITAN

Alex Pischalnikov’s German Shepard, Cleo, lounged in the Dalmatian room of the PetPop pop-up museum.

This interactive museum is
a haven for animal lovers
and their furry friends.
CELESTE SHARP
Staff Writer

PetPop popup in Los Angeles
is another colorful embrace of art
and fantasy that the city has become known for, only this time
with an added twist. Not only does
the experience allow animal lovers
to profess their love for pets, but
it also shows potential pet owners
why their new best friend could be
saved, rather than shopped for.
The interactive, pet-themed
museum opened earlier this summer, and invites guests and their
furry friends to take an adventure
through various colorful rooms,
which come together to create a giant funhouse for cats and dogs.
Alex Pischalnikov, co-founder of PetPop, and his partner decided to contribute to the popup trend after attending Happy
Place, another popup in LA.
Adopting his German Shepard,
Cleo, is something that changed
his life and pushed him to create
a fun, interactive museum.
“We are a for-profit entity, but
the adoption element is something
that I think sets us apart and puts
a cause behind what we’re doing,”
Pischalnikov said.
These lovable creatures are center stage throughout the entire experience. Immediately upon entering, there was a dalmatian-themed
room with spots that camouflaged
three huge dalmatian sculptures.
Visitors were led past dog-shaped
balloons, over a dog-themed Hollywood Walk of Fame and toward
rooms that created an image of
VISIT US AT: DAILYTITAN.COM

what pets would love to do in their
spare time.
It is easy to get a laugh out
of seeing the first exhibit, which
turns the common phrase,“it’s
raining cats and dogs,” into a reality. Stuﬀed animals hang down
from the ceiling in front of viewers who may opt to grab an umbrella as they walk through the
adorable storm.
What follows is a pet vacation.
Walls are lined with colorful
surfboards and a ball pit sits at the
center of the room, making up a
blue water bowl that dogs and humans can jump into and play in.
The room is coupled with what
looks like a pet pampering station
decked out in pink and tropical
green. Pets can jump into a bright
pink bathtub full of feathers surrounded by painted palm trees and
a “Dirty Birdie” sign.
For those who prefer to spend
their time alone on a comfortable
couch, the “Petflix and Chill”
room is the place to be for popcorn and a movie. Cats are not
forgotten in this experience as the
“Catchella” room is entirely dedicated to these purring friends
with giant pink scratching posts
and light-up stools under the popular festival’s sign.
Finally, visitors reach a huge
yellow hamster cage complete
with cage filler and a giant
working hamster wheel. In addition to the human size cage,
there is one last photo opportunity before the main event under
a sign that spells “Good Boy” in
bright orange tennis balls.
The visit ends on “Adoption Alley” where adoption agencies are
stationed. PetPop donates 10% of
their daily proceeds to the agencies. Pischalnikov said this not
only gives adoption agencies incentive to come, but also helps to

find these animals new homes and
spread awareness to potential pet
owners that adopting is not always
what they may fear.
“There’s a lot of misconceptions that you’re going to get some
animal that is terrible and there’s
something wrong with them and
[Cleo] is living proof that’s just inherently not true,” Pischalnikov
said. “It allows for dogs to get adopted which ultimately really
changed my life, getting Cleo.”
This attraction unifies the community over a common interest in
animals and art while also giving
an opportunity to give back.
This run of PetPop in Los Angeles has resulted in approximately 20 adoptions, either directly on
site or as a result of people finding
an animal they love and adopting
them later. However, this number
is ever changing.
Though the museum is designed to be light-hearted and
fun, Pischalnikov emphasized
that adopting a pet is a big decision and should be deeply
thought over. This includes an
application process.
The hard work and passion put
in by everyone involved to create
PetPop makes this pop-up exhibit
a unique experience. Pischalnikov
gave much of the credit for its success to the creative director, builders and designers. He said he felt
lucky to have their collaborative effort come to life.
“Don’t give up because
there’s always going to be ups
and downs on a day-to-day basis. You really have to stay committed and believe in the vision
to get to a point where you make
it real,” Pischalnikov said.
PetPop Los Angeles is open six
days a week and sells tickets for
adults, kids and pets. The attraction ends on Sept. 25.
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The “Losers Club” reunite
as adults to fight off a
childhood villain.
DANIEL BRITO
Staff Writer

Stephen King’s infamous and
terrifying clown Pennywise (Bill
Skarsgård) makes his return
to the big screen in “It Chapter
Two,” the sequel to 2017’s “It.”
Delivering a plethora of scares
and creepy moments, moviegoers remained haunted well after
they left the theater.
Directed by Andy Muschietti,
“It Chapter Two” jumps 27 years
ahead from the first film’s 1989
setting and stars the same group
of friends who call themselves
the “Losers Club.” The main
characters are no longer children, returning as adults to their
hometown Derry, where they
first faced oﬀ with Pennywise.
Mike Hanlon (Isaiah Mustafa) was the only member of the
group to stay in Derry and has
been on the hunt for Pennywise
throughout the years.
Pennywise makes his return
early on in the film and Mike urgently calls the rest of the group
to come back to their hometown.
As they reunited in a Chinese
restaurant, the group’s chemistry was evidently just as fun as
their childhood counterparts.
Richie Tozier (Bill Hader) and
Eddie Kaspbrak (James Ransone) picked up where they left
oﬀ as kids, hurling endless insults at each other. Bill Denbrough (James McAvoy), Beverly

Marsh (Jessica Chastain) and Ben
Hanscom (Jay Ryan) comprised
the rest of the “Losers Club.”
Together, the group rekindled
a friendship that had not dissipated after 27 years of being
apart. The actors impressively
capture the same spirit and humor that the original group of
kids have in the first film.
The film’s plot began to develop upon the group’s reunion. Pennywise is back and
the group kept their oath to reunite if the clown ever returned.
The plot sounded like a typical
horror film, but many curveballs are thrown at the viewer
throughout the film’s two hour
and 45-minute runtime.
“It Chapter Two” did a fine
job at maintaining a decent pace
to keep the audience engaged
despite its long run. The heavy
dose of flashback scenes helped
flesh out the characters’ relationships with each other and summarize events from the previous
movie to help viewers who may
have not watched “It.”
However, it felt like there
were just too many of them. Director Andy Marschietti gave
the impression that he did not
have confidence in the older cast of the “Losers Club” to
carry the film and needed the
younger cast to frequently reappear to try and draw a sense of
nostalgia from the crowd.
It is diﬃcult to draw this sensation when the first film came
out only two years ago, but the
younger cast reprised their roles
well and were successful in
drawing a few laughs.
SEE CLOWN 6
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‘Iconology’ eminates Missy Elliott’s tenacity

America’s reputable hip-hop
queen makes a comeback
with a timeless EP.
BERNADETTE STEELE
Asst. Editor

With her infectious rhythm and
flow, Missy “MisDemeanor” Elliott has returned to the classroom
to educate a new generation of listeners on the true meaning of excellence as an emcee, entertainer
and all around musical legend.
At midnight on Aug. 23,
the American hip-hop queen
dropped a surprise and fittingly
titled E.P., “Iconology”.
The short E.P. leaves long-time
fans wanting more. After all, fifteen minutes is way too brief for
a welcome home party that has
been in the making for over fourteen years.
The title “Iconology,” perfectly
sums up this short project. Each
of the five songs have an emotional quality that is reminiscent of
the legend’s extraordinary anthology. The record takes Missy Elliott’s iconic sound, and shows a
glimpse of what she’s been experiencing in life since her 2005 album “The Cookbook.”
By recreating her anthology
into a bite-sized project, Eliott is
reminding the world of her revolutionary lines and tones, and the
individuality that she’s stood for
throughout her whole career.
Elliott can be described as the
greatest female artist this era has
seen, with current artists such as

Lizzo and Cardi B naming her as
one of their biggest inspirations.
What sets Elliott apart from artists in a male-dominated industry,
is her ability to embrace and lift up
other female artists.
With a strong foundation of empowerment, Missy Elliott’s musical
sound is energetic and encouraging, like a friend everybody wants
to have around. She brings life to
every party, infusing her zealous
and risk-taking behavior into every
song she performs.
Her unique syntax and flow delivers lyrics that can embolden every listener to be confident and
thick-skinned, while also flaunting
their authentic sexual self.
Like a modern day Midas,
it should come as no surprise
that Missy Elliott’s latest project, “Iconology,” is yet another
piece of gold.
“Throw It Back” is a perfect example of Missy’s typical style as it
makes most people instantly want
to dance. In this opening track,
Missy perfectly blends her unique
timber with today’s modern sound
of hip-hop. With many lyrical references to older hits such as “Work
It” and “Lose Control”, this track is
definitely a bop.
With lyrics like, “So many
VMAs that I could live on the
moon” and “I raised all these babies, call me Katherine Jackson,”
Elliott is reminding a new generation of artists that she has paved the
way for their success and has “been
hot before you could speak.”
The second track, “Cool Oﬀ”
features a contagious and repetitious cadence. Elliott repeats

“do it,” “get it” and once again
got listeners to make “it go up
and down, round and round like
a ceiling fan.”
Like the opening track, this
song feature various lines that
reference her older tracks like
“Lose Control” and “The Rain”
when she spits, “Cool oﬀ ‘til I
feel the wind. Four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten.”
These two opening tracks portray Missy Elliott’s distinctive way
of energizing listeners, however
the following three tracks pay tribute to Eliott’s more sensual and
classic R&B style.
When taking a trip to the bedroom and jumping into silky

sheets, make sure “DripDemeanor” is playing softly in the background. Perfect for any bedroom
playlist, this song is an anthem
for self-love and a strict statement
to any potential lovers that Elliott
knows her value too much to sit
around and play childish games.
Featuring
Sum1’s
sensual
R&B vocals, this track references “Goodies” and is reminiscent
of the “Under Construction” track
“Pussycat.” Missy portrays her
characteristic quality of self-confidence and elegance with lines like
“You better stop, ‘cause I am the
cream of the crop” and “Boy you
don’t try to play stick, ‘cause Missy
not chasin’ your d---”.

The fourth song “Why I Still
Love You,” is the perfect song to
mull one’s feelings over. Painting a beautiful and dreamy image
similar to the ‘50s, this song features a theme of continuously returning to past loves, until stopping and asking “Why the hell I
still love you?”
With a nostalgic doo-wop
bounce, this song can be described
as the slow, thought-provoking
song of the album.
In the outro to this song, Missy lists out everything she is feeling and doing while repeating “I’m
gon’ be alright,” showing that despite relationships not working
out, it is going to be alright. The
final sound, which is a sample of
a closed door, perfectly replicates
the empty feeling listeners are left
with when this record ends just as
quickly as it begins.
The last song on the E.P. is an
acapella version of “Why I Still
Love You”, and while it showcases Elliott’s vocal talent, it
falls flat in comparison to the
rest of the record.
Acapella tracks can be hidden musical treasures, but this
acapella version sounds as if
the lead and background vocals
from the original song, with the
vocal filters among other things,
were just separated and inserted
into a new project.
Regardless of the last track falling short of expectations, “Iconology” is a perfect reminder for
generations to come that Missy
“MisDemeanor” Elliott is one of
the most important and talented
emcees of this era.

and disturbing scenes. These moments were mostly led by Pennywise, who stole the show whenever he was on the screen.
The iconic Pennywise was
horrifying as ever and held back
nothing as his twisted behavior
was on display throughout the
entire film. He antagonized the

main cast and went after other
unsuspecting citizens of Derry.
Pennywise’s signature red balloon has become a symbol of
terror in popular culture and its
appearance was chilling, as it
signified he was lurking nearby.
While Pennywise is excellent,
the film heavily used computer-generated imagery for many of
the other monsters that appeared.
For a movie with a budget of $70
million, it was strange to see such

poor CGI in some of the scenes.
Despite its flaws in having
too much “fluﬀ” and issues with
CGI, “It Chapter Two” delivered
a solid sequel that was not your
stereotypical slasher film. The
main cast worked well together
and became the heart of the film.
Pennywise re-established himself
as one of the creepiest horror villains in modern cinema and will
have viewers avoiding clowns for
years to come.
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Clown: Cast carries sequel
5
Many of these scenes could
have been removed to help
bring down the film’s lengthy
runtime, especially in the middle portion of the film where
things seem to drag on. The
actors’ excellent performances
managed to keep the film alive,
CONTINUED FROM

as it is a horror movie that never
takes itself too seriously.
The main cast constantly
cracked jokes with each other
and scored more hits than misses in the film’s attempts at comedic relief. Staying true to its
horror genre, the film delivered
a combination of jump scares

HOROSCOPE

Your enthusiasm compels you
to tackle something that’s
been on your mind for a long
time. But don’t attempt to bite
off more than you can handle

You might enjoy your own
company most now. It’s likely
a relief not having to explain
or conceal anything from
others. You believe you could
accomplish more when left alone.

Everything goes smoothly
for you today if you take
time to create a manageable
schedule. You likely feel in
control, highly capable, and

A recent accomplishment
with an ally makes you more
appreciative of your solid
relationship. However, your
success is only part of the
good news; developing a harmonious
connection is the true prize.

Your determination helps you
solve a perplexing problem.
The solution likely won’t come
easily, talk the situation over
with others and trust that their
wisdom will provide the answers you
need.

Flying by the seat of your
pants
delivers
mixed
results today. Thankfully,
you can roll with the
punches at work as your
tasks change throughout the day.

A neighbor or colleague
benefits from your practical
attention and care today.
Perhaps you worry about
crossing a line when you
spot someone who appears to struggle
and needs your help.

Momentum is on your
side when it comes
to finances today. If
you
experienced
a
recent windfall, keep
your money working for you through
investments or savings.

You may see immediate results
from an investment of time or
money in your quest to become
more efficient. For example,
watching
an
instructional
video enables you to use a software
application more effectively.

Someone might crash
your party of one today.
Otherwise,
you
are
content to be on your own,
whether you are chasing
professional or personal interests.
You may experience a divine sense

Your attitude sets the tone for
the day, so don’t let minor
glitches or snafus bring you
down. Unfortunately, it’s all
too easy to obsess over the
things that go wrong and lose sight of
a larger goal.

of unity with another person
today if you’re focusing on a
common goal. However, this
is only half the beauty of the
moment.

SAVE-THE-DATE
Sep 21:

Concert Under the Stars
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Baseball: Former Titan honors roots
1

It has been a diﬀerent story for
Floro in 2019, as he has a 3.95
earned run average in 41 innings
while also dealing with some injuries since July.
Floro had a rough night as he
came on in relief for the Dodgers,
as he faced seven batters and allowed two runs on two hits in one
inning pitched in Los Angeles’
5-4 loss to the Giants.
Turner has been a key contributor to the Dodgers’ recent success
since he joined the team in 2014,
as he has hit 120 career home
runs, with only eight of those
from when he was not a Dodger.
He currently has 27 home runs
this season, which matches a career high for the third baseman.
“I do think that the way he
takes an at-bat, guys watch him
and try to emulate it. When you’re
on the other side it’s a grind to try

to get through a Justin Turner atbat,” said Dodgers manager Dave
Roberts about Turner’s mindset
during his at-bats.

Sometimes [Turner]
says he’s a Titan first
and Dodger second.
He’s just an amazing
guy and we’re very,
very proud to have
him as an alum.

“

“

CONTINUED FROM

FRAM VIRJEE
CSUF President
Turner is glad to see the team
he currently plays for show some
love to his alma mater.
“It’s pretty cool, for years
here they’ve always done USC,
UCLA they’ve even done Long
Beach State nights and I think
this is the first year they’ve done

a Cal State Fullerton night here
so I’m pretty excited about that,”
Turner said about the inaugural
CSUF night.
Turner struggled at the plate
during the game against San Francisco, going hitless in four plate
appearances as the Dodgers.
Despite the poor showing on
Friday night, Virjee shared his
admiration for Turner’s pride as
a former Titan.
“Sometimes [Turner] says he’s
a Titan first and a Dodger second. He’s just an amazing guy
and we’re very, very proud to have
him as an alum,”Virjee said.
As the Dodgers prepare for
their seventh straight playoﬀ appearance, Roberts spoke
about Turner’s importance to
his ball club.
“You look at the postseasons
throughout his career, he [Turner] takes good at-bats, and he gets
hits,” Roberts said.

KASON CLARK / DAILY TITAN

Fullerton alumnus and current Dodger Justin Turner singing autographs.

YIN AND YANG
BY: ALEX BOSSERMAN

Identify where Tuffy is in the photo and message any of
the Daily Titan’s social media platforms, @thedailytitan,
with the location and your full name for a chance to win!

$2 0
Where do you think Tuffy is?

Last Week’ s WINNER

Zach Caneda
Last Week’s Location: TSU Billiards

SONG OF THE DAY
Feels Like Summer

I like it because it feels like summer.

Vince Staples

-John, Accountant

CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION STARTER PACK
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Volleyball takes Windy City Invitational
CSUF takes nine straight sets to
end the weekend with a perfect
3-0 record in Chicago.
KASON CLARK
Asst. Editor

The CSUF women’s volleyball team continued their hot streak as they swept the
Windy City Invitational in Chicago this
week, Sept. 5 to Sept. 7. Three wins put
their record at 5-1 for the current season.
In the first game of the tournament, the

Titans won three straight sets in a comeback victory against Chicago State, 3-2,
on Thursday night.
Senior Felicia Marshall led the Titans
with 20 of the team’s 62 kills in the match.
Freshman Elizabeth Schuster recorded a
team-high 47 assists, one less than Chicago State’s team total of 48 assists.
Chicago State recorded less errors than
CSUF, but the Titans exceled with more
total kills, 62 to 51, and a higher match
kill percentage, 0.161 to 0.099.
The Titans earned another victory Friday morning when they swept Western
Carolina in a 3-0 win.
Junior Alicia Dennis led the team with

12 kills and junior Makenzi Abelman recorded 32 of the team’s 44 assists.
The Titans improved their kill percentage from the previous match to 0.220
while holding Western Carolina to 0.132.
Fullerton carried its momentum over
into their final game of the tournament
and defeated Alabama State, 3-0, Saturday morning.
CSUF’s second consecutive sweep continued its nine-set winning streak since
falling behind Chicago State, 2-0, at the
beginning of the tournament.
The Titans dominated the second set,
winning 25-13, and closed the tournament,
25-20, in the match’s third and final set.

Their 3-0 record in the tournament
made the Titans the Windy City Invitational Champions, and stretched their
streak into four straight wins. Junior Savannah Costello was named the tournament’s most valuable player, and Dennis’ performance got her a spot in the
All-Tournament Team.
The Titans will next play in the Abilene
Christian Tournament in Texas later this
week against Abilene Chrsitian, North
Texas and Prairie View from Thursday,
Sept. 12 to Saturday, Sept. 14.
Fullerton’s next home game will be Friday, Sept. 27 against Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo at 7 p.m.

Titans cruise towards undefeated start

Men’s soccer uses their second
clean sheet of the season to keep
their perfect start.
ADAM MALDONADO
Asst. Editor

The Cal State Fullerton men’s soccer
team’s strong start to the 2019 season
continued this past weekend after two
important victories on home turf, putting
them at 4-0 for the season.
Fullerton kicked oﬀ the weekend
with a 2-1 upset victory over No. 18
Loyola-Chicago on Friday. The Titans
took an early advantage over the Ramblers, scoring both their goals within the
first 18 minutes of the match.
Forward Christian Pinzon ignited the
Titans scoring 13 minutes into the competition with a header on a pass from Tyler Marquez, earning his second goal for
the season.
Not too long after, the ball found the
back of the net once again after a strike
from freshman Sebastian Cruz, the first
of his collegiate career. Oscar Flores and
Pinzon were credited for the assist.
Defensively, the Titans didn’t give any
chances, preventing the Ramblers from
getting a single shot oﬀ in the first half.
Loyola-Chicago started the second
half strong, but the Ramblers failed to
find the back of the net with 11 shot attempts. Their lone goal of the contest
came in the 88th minute, which was too
late for a comeback.
The Titans capped the weekend under
the lights Sunday against Utah Valley.
Both teams were not able to get on the
scoreboard. Stifling defense and exceptional goalkeeping from both sides kept
the match at zero throughout the first.
Goalkeeper Paul-Andre Guerin recorded two saves against the Wolverines.
CSUF opened the second half as the
aggressors, continually pushing the ball.
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Forward Christian Pinzon holds the ball agianst two Utah Valley defenders.

The change of pace from the first half
proved to favor the Titans, striking first
with a well placed header by Jessy Sotelo on an assist from Jose Delgado, giving
them the 1-0 lead at the 48th minute of
the match.
The oﬀense kept momentum, tallying
nine shots in the second half while only
allowing one for the Wolverines.
“You have to take more opportunities,”
said head coach George Kuntz, about the
team’s second half performance. “Even
if it’s from a distance, even if it’s a half

chance. I think that was what was created [in the second half]. The guys were
a little more aggressive, and they took
more shots.”
Steady play from the Titans throughout
the second half widened the gap, 2-0, at
the 79th minute, when Charly Anguiano
scored an electrifying kick past the goalie oﬀ an assist from Flores. Anguiano’s
goal ended any chance for the Wolverines to make a comeback.
“The last two times we’ve played these
guys, we haven’t done well, so there was

a little chip on our shoulder, so we wanted to show what we can do,” Kuntz said.
“My game plan was to stay high and
wide, and try to find pockets to get the
ball to our outside wings and strikers going forward so we can get opportunities,”
Flores said. “We can improve on better
finishing inside the box. We get the opportunities, but we need to be more clinical so we can finish oﬀ teams earlier.”
CSUF takes to the pitch against Air
Force on Friday Sept. 13 at 7 p.m. at Titan Stadium.

Women’s soccer claws past the Wildcats
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Fullerton midfielder Sarah Davidson gets physical as she beats the Kansas State defender to the ball en route to a 2-0 win.

Titans have a successful weekend
with 35 shots over two games to
improve to 4-2 on the year.

KASON CLARK
Asst. Editor
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The Cal State Fullerton women’s soccer
team defeated visiting Houston, 3-2, on Friday, and Kansas State, 2-0, Sunday night,
improving the Titans’ record to 4-2, while
dropping the Wildcast record to 1-3-2.
Kansas State and Fullerton played physically in the first half as the Titans took eight
shots, and the Wildcats took three shots,
however neither scored.
The Titans had two saves while the Wildcats had three saves.
The intensity between the two teams were

matched, as they had an even amount of
fouls at nine each.
The only player on the field who got
cautioned was Fullerton defender Sam
Blanchard, as she got a yellow card in
the 44th minute.
Fullerton took more shots and intensified its play in the second half, which resulted in two goals.
Junior Maddie Bennett broke the tie with a
goal in the 74th minute, with an assist from
freshman Kaya Hawkinson. Bennett’s goal

was her third for the weekend, as she scored
two Friday night against Houston in a 3-2
double overtime win after the Titans trailed
the Cougars, 2-0, at halftime.
These three goals added to her
team-leading six goals so far this season, but she believes that they are a result from the team’s dynamic.
“I feel like I’m getting to the right
spots,” Bennett said. “But that wouldn’t
happen without the right process from
my teammates.”
The Titan offense took off and outshot Houston 15-5 in a come-from-behind victory.
Bennett led the lines for the Titan offense with six shots, the most of anyone
on the field.
Freshman Emilia Owen added to the
Titans’ lead with a goal in the 83rd minute. Freshman goalkeeper Noa Schumacher protected the post with three saves
and no goals allowed.
Head coach Demian Brown praised
his team for their performance in both
games this weekend. He considers their
2-0 record to be a step forward for the
team, especially after surviving a double
overtime game on Friday and persevering to win Sunday.
“To be able to generate 20 shots and to really kind of control the tempo as our women
did today, after a long and emotional game
on Friday is, again, another measure for
what I think we’re doing.”
Brown wants to motivate his players
to be more aggressive early against their
next opponent.
“We just got to be better in the attacking
half of the field,” Brown said. “I think we
create and generate a lot of opportunities that
kind of go by the side if we’re able to score
more early in a game.”
The women’s soccer team will play at
Missouri this Friday night. Their next home
game will be Sunday, Sept. 22 against Weber State at 5 p.m.
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